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THE POOR LITTLE PSYCHED AVATAR
AND HER BEST GIRLFRIEND

The Adventures of
Nar Duell
in Second Life
Finding TrackHouse

Come on in! Water's fine.
Nar Duell, Comic Book Heroine

I predict that you'll LOVE this comic book.
CherryDaehouni Actor, Second Life Psyche

“莫拉克”
FOOD TAKE-OUT

No. 22
60c
15p U.K.
The Adventures of Nar Duell
in Second Life

Finding Trackhouse
Psychedelic Chick
Light NeoPop
Psychedelic Chick

Starring...
Perpetually Perplexed Nar Duell
and
Psychically Savvy Cherry Daiquiri

I also predict you will not experience buyer's remorse.

Hm... not so sure about all of this!

Buy the ticket... take the ride.
~ Hunter S. Thompson

Takeout
I'm wondering if we should start the story? I'm a tad worried we might lose our audience. I see people leaving.

Hmmm... not exactly a premonition. It's coming clearer now. It's a dire warning. Seems like psychadelic chic might be getting sued. Time to re-think our appropriation strategies.

Oh, well. Come to think of it, it's Barbara. Barbara—she's great. She won't mind. I'm sure she would love to be psyched.

Barbara? Who's Barbara?

I think everyone should like everyone.

- Andy Warhol

Well just thank everyone better yet, will you think them. No, we'll do more than that. We'll love them. You kept track of who we appropriated didn't you? Oh and can you list my 5,000 Facebook friends too?

Gee, I don't think I actually know any of these people. Cherry says they're friends. She's sure has a lot.

Dang. I might be stuck in this pose. Can someone give me a hand up?

Gosh, cherry, are you okay!

Maybe a bit too much lotus...
I only write best sellers.

Feel like writing this comic book now? I think we could really kickstart the whole project at this point.

For sure, it will be great. A best seller. Right? Are you seeing a lot of colours swirling around and flying elephants?

Uhh, well... no, not really. Are you?

I am! Cool!!

Nah, I'm just speaking as your best friend... please don't take this the wrong way, but have you considered a wardrobe consult?

Oh no! Is there something wrong with what I'm wearing?
Sorry Nar, but we have to agree with Gerry on this.
Makeover time!!

Oh my Lord! Whatever was she thinking? The red and white just don't work with her skin colouring and that hat!

Sigh, I guess it's time to face up to my image issues. Either that or become a superhero
and knock them all senseless. So smug! I, for one, like the hat.

Nar tries on for size a new persona - gun-slinging, construction worker, superhero that wears 'Bouvier boots' (yellow laces match hat). Hum... Not bad. This will work for a page or two.

Bam!

Yay Nar! Love ya. Jump aboard the psychedelic cheek express!

Much better outfit! Just have to talk her out of the hat.

Oh dear, what now?

Take that, you talking heads!
psychic

www.CherryDaiquiri.com

“My name is Cherry Daiquiri. It’s not my real name.”
Choke, 2008

YOU’VE BEEN PSYCHED
NAR, NOW YOU’RE
PSYCHIC!

SHOULD I
KNOW WHAT IS
GOING TO
HAPPEN NEXT
IN THIS
STORY?

UMM... YOU MIGHT NEED A
LITTLE MORE PRACTICE OR A
BUSINESS CARD LIKE MINE
MIGHT HELP.

YOU KNOW WHAT I FIND
REALLY HELPS? PRESS THE
PALM OF YOUR HAND ON YOUR
FOREHEAD REALLY HARD.

THEN YOU WILL BE ABLE TO MAKE
PREDICTIONS, HAVE PREMONITIONS
AND GET THE OCCASIONAL DIRE
WARNING.

YOU WILL RUN INTO AN
OLD FRIEND SOON
Hey lady, your hat and arm are on backwards.

Really? Thanks for letting me know, must have happened while I was in the vortex.

Geez! He should talk, those arms of his are like, really not quite "right".

Nar, we have to start selling this graphic novel – it's so genius!

I like totally agree!

Oh, okay. Are we selling the comic book, er, graphic novel in the graphic novel? I mean, is that legal?

Do you think maybe we should write a story now if we are selling it?

I don't think it's too late to start a story.

No, sure a story. Aren't these shoes great? We should design shoes and sell them.

We need a store so we can sell graphic novels and shoes!

See? Everyone's dying to get in to the store and buy graphic novels and shoes.

Chinatown Gift Center
WE'RE GOING TO SELL THIS COMIC BOOK, GRAPHIC NOVEL? WOW! BTW, DO I KNOW THAT FOOT? IS THE FOOT A FRIEND?

WE HAVE TO FIGURE OUT WHAT TO CHARGE IN THE SHOP FOR THE GRAPHIC NOVEL.

THEN5 SAYS ON THE COVER COSTS 60 CENTS. IS IT GONNA COST 60 CENTS?

THEY CAN'T SELL IT FOR 60 CENTS! THEY'LL loose MONEY!

80 CENTS AIN'T WHAT IT USED TO BE.

80 CENTS! THAT'S A STEAL!

IF IT SAYS 60 CENTS, IT'S GONNA BE 60 CENTS.

DO YOU THINK WE SHOULD WRITE A STORY IF WE ARE GOING TO CHARGE $60?

DANG, FORGOT ABOUT THE STORY. IF YOU HAVE A BAD MEMORY, IT'S GOOD TO BE PSYCHIC. I PREDICT EVERYTHING WILL BE FINE.

RICHARD SERRA, EAT YOUR HEART OUT!!!

* THANKS HELEN MAYERS!

xoxo
Nad & Cherry

THE END
Mood Notes
put you in the right mood
for earning money.

Send for your sample box.
It's free!

When you see these dreamy soft focus notes in full
color, you'll know why they sell so fast. Everyone
can use a few boxes since they're just perfect for any
correspondence, invitations or thank yous.

A sample box is yours free. Send for it today and
you'll see why we're so excited about these notes. A
box of 20 Mood Notes with envelopes, in 5 expres-
sive designs, sells for only $1.25, and you earn 50¢
for each box you sell. It sure can add up quickly
because these boxes practically sell themselves.

We will also send you everything you need to earn
money — free catalog including a complete line of
all occasion greeting cards, gift wrappings and
novelties, free sales kit, and dealer sample boxes on
approval. There's no risk or investment.

Fund Raising Plan to help raise needed club funds.
Check box on coupon for details.

Charles C. Schwer Co.
Dept. CS-HC1, SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 01101

[Address and check box options]

FILL IN COUPON - REPLY CARD - CUT & MAIL TODAY - NO STAMP NEEDED
America's favorite candy maker says: "Amaze your friends with my Willy Wonka Magic Card Trick Kit!"

Make cards appear to pass back and forth through a table!

Your Magic Card Trick Kit will also perform 3 other fantastic tricks. Now, here is how you can get the kit practically FREE!

Look for Willy Wonka Brands. Send just 35¢ for postage and handling plus two empty packages from any of my candies: Everlasting Gobstopper, Bottle Caps, Wacky Wafers, Tart N Tinys, Skrunch, Oompas, Dinosaurn Eggs, Daredevils, Volcano Rocks, Sneaks, Mix Ups and Just Juice. Soon, you'll be putting on your own magic show!

If coupon is missing, write your name and address plainly and send with 35¢ and two empty Willy Wonka packages to Willy Wonka Card Trick Offer, P.O. Box 123, Bethalto, IL 62010.

To receive Willy Wonka's Magic Card Trick Kit, send this coupon plus two empty packages from Willy Wonka candies and 35¢ to:

Willy Wonka Card Trick Offer, P.O. Box 123, Bethalto, IL 62010.

(PLEASE PRINT)
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